Polymorphism of tedisamil dihydrochloride.
The results of studies on tedisamil dihydrochloride in the solid state demonstrate that the compound occurs in three polymorphic forms. The three modifications have been characterized by thermomicroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), vibrational spectroscopy, solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and X-ray powder diffractometry (XRPD). The thermodynamic relationships are illustrated in a semischematic energy/temperature diagram that gives information about the relative stability and physical properties of the three modifications between 0 K and the melting temperatures. The three modifications are enantiotropically related. Modification II, the material obtained during manufacturing, is the thermodynamically stable crystal form at 20 degrees C. The thermodynamic transition point of mod II with I (instant melting point: 248-250 degrees C) is between 100 and approximately 140 degrees C (DeltaH(t,II/I) = 4.4+/-0.8 kJ/mol (95% CI)). A phase transition of mod II (probably into mod III) was detected thermomicroscopically at about -180 degrees C. The thermodynamic transition point of mod III with I was determined to be at -9 to -6 degrees C. Because mods I and III are thermodynamically and kinetically unstable at ambient conditions, these crystal forms are of analytical interest.